This work presents first results of observation of parametric decay instabilities (PDI) in plasma formation and current start-up experiments on the spherical tokamak Globus-M by radiofrequency (RF) waves without use of induction electric field. In these experiments RF power was used for plasma discharge, as well as for current ramp-up. The current direction was determined on the direction of vertical magnetic field. We used RF generator with operational frequency 900 MHz. Spectral analysis of electromagnetic radiation from plasma showed appearance of big number of low frequency oscillations which was excited by pump wave. These spectra are typical for non-linear parametric instabilities. PDI may lead to the redistribution of the incident RF power between secondary waves with frequencies, differing from pump, to abnormal reflection and even to significant change of plasma-wave interaction mechanism. PDI mostly appeared on the current ramp-up phase. Both sidebands with small shift and with large, about half of pump frequency shift were excited. Relation between PDI and discharge parameters was defined.
Progress in non-inductive plasma generation, toroidal current drive technics is essential for Steady State Tokamaks development. A number of similar experiments were carried out on tokamaks, for example, LATE [1] , TST-2 [2] , MAST [3] . In order to create plasma electron cyclotron (EC) discharge was used, then RF power with different frequency was applied for plasma current generation. In experiment on the low aspect ratio tokamak (spherical tokamak) Globus-M both processes were made by single antenna and single-wave generator in non-resonant conditions. We carried out RF plasma formation and current start-up experiment on the spherical tokamak Globus-M (R = 36 cm, a = 24 cm, A = 1.5, Bt = 0.4 T) [4] . RF generator (900 MHz operational frequency) was used, with the incident power up to 100 kW and pulse duration up to 100 ms. RF power was coupled by 2 comb-like antennas by turns. One of them excited waves with mostly poloidally slowed-down spectra, while another one excited waves with mostly toroidally slowed-down spectra. Toroidal magnetic field and weak vertical magnetic field Bv around (0.2-0.25) mT were applied before a RF pulse. We used hydrogen as a main gas. Gas valve allowed to change its injection duration and intensity. At the stage of plasma formation, both antennas showed the same efficiency. At first, gas ionization began close to the antenna, with plasma filling tokamak volume. Plasma density at this moment was around (1-2)x10 13 cm -3 while electron temperature (15-20) eV, according to interferometer and Thompson scattering diagnostics. After that toroidal current arose up to the value of (4-5) kA. Time delay of the current start-up depended on the antenna type. The current direction was determined on the direction of Bv. In order to increase toroidal current one should increase vertical field, the rate of current increase occurred to be proportional to the vertical field. When a certain limit value is reached, saturation occurred. It happened while plasma current ceases to depend on the value of the vertical field. The achieved maximum of the current was (20-25) kA with poloidally slowed-down antenna. The evolution of the plasma parameters during the discharge is shown in Figure1. The current ramp-up was accompanied by the appearance and increase of synchrotron and HXR radiation, which evidenced the generation of high energy electrons. Their energy extended up to 900 keV. Most likely, generated current were carried by this electrons, and to confine them vertical field Bv must be increased. Surprising fact was the appearance in such "cold" discharge high energetic ion "tails" with i⊥ ≫ i∥ , typical for lower hybrid (LH) heating experiments in conventional tokamaks [5, 6] , while "effective temperature" of this ions are estimated as (200-300) eV, according to charge exchange (CX) diagnostics. Figure 1 . Temporal evolution of the main parameters of tokamak. Spectral analysis of electromagnetic radiation from plasma showed signs of parametric decay instabilities (PDI), in which powerful pump wave at specific plasma parameters decays into two secondary waves according to the laws of conservation, so = + , 0 = 1 + 2 , where 1 , 2 , 0 -frequencies of secondary waves and pump wave, , , -wave vectors. RF radiation analyzed in frequency band (400-1200) MHz. As receiver antenna a electrode was used (length 100 mm, diameter -22 mm), located in low field side in equatorial plane, in the limiter shadow, on the other side of the vessel. RF Signal of receiver passed through decoupling transformer to spectral analyzer С4-80-1 with frequency converter С4-27. This setup allowed to measure spectra in span 25 MHz, central frequency can be changed between discharges. During of 100 ms RF pulse more than 1000 spectra were measured. The measured spectra were recorded by ADC. Analysis of this data provided information about new frequencies in range (400-1200) MHz and their temporal evolution. Spectral analysis of radiation showed the appearance of 2 new spectral groups: 1) close to pump frequency f0=900 MHz, 2) close to f0/2 -(430-500) MHz. Both groups intensive on ramp-up phase of discharge, and close to disappear in "stationary" phase. They were related to RF power and disappeared after the end of the RF pulse, while plasma still exists 10-15 ms. Evolution of signals shown on Figure 2 . It should be noted that tokamak volume was not below-cutoff for pump wave and probe can measure RF signal even without plasma as comb of equidistant lines with real width 25 MHz each, as shown on Figure 2c Example of spectra close to f0 frequency shown on Figure 3a ,b. Aside of broadened peak of pump wave on current ramp-up phase appeared group of peaks at "red" side of pump frequency which had distance of MHz between each other and pump (Figure 3a) . These distances matched with ion cyclotron frequencies near antenna. Same spectra was observed on many LHH experiments [7] . Their appearance represented non-linear decay of pump wave into secondary LH wave and low frequency ion cyclotron wave (or quasy-mod). On stationary phase of discharge mostly clean pump peaks were prevailed, Figure 3b . . Temporal evolution of (a) RF pulse, (b) plasma current, (c) CX, (d) signal near f0 First observations of RF plasma radiation of toroidal non-inductive discharge evidenced of development of intensive parametric decay instabilities of pump wave. Their role in electron and ion acceleration processes must be explored. For electron acceleration by Landau mechanism secondary waves with f0/2 frequencies must be very slowed-down N>10. Ion cyclotron waves may be responsible for ion acceleration and ion "tails" creation, Figure 5 . Ion acceleration by stochastic mechanism is impossible, as lower hybrid resonance condition was not satisfied even for secondary waves.
